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Abstract

Vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring is an ongoing field of research

in many engineering disciplines. As for civil engineering, plenty of experimen-

tal structures have been erected in the past decades, both under laboratory and

real-life conditions. Some of these facilities became a benchmark for different

kinds of methods associated with Structural Health Monitoring such as dam-

age analysis and Operational Modal Analysis, which led to fruitful develop-

ments in the global research community. When it comes to the continuous

monitoring and assessment of the structural integrity of mechanical systems

exposed to environmental and operational variability, the robustness and

adaptability of the applied methods is of utmost importance. Such properties

cannot be fully evaluated under laboratory conditions, which highlights the

necessity of outdoor measurement campaigns. To this end, we introduce a test

facility for Structural Health Monitoring comprising a lattice tower exposed to

realistic conditions and featuring multiple reversible damage mechanisms. The

structure located near Hanover in Northern Germany is densely equipped with

sensors to capture the structural dynamics. The environmental conditions are

monitored in parallel. The obtained continuous measurement data can be

accessed online in an open repository. That is the foundation for benchmarks,

consisting of a growing data set that enables the development, evaluation, and

comparison of Structural Health Monitoring strategies and methods. In this

article, we offer a documentation of the test facility and the data acquisition

system. Lastly, we characterize the structural dynamics with the help of a finite

element model and by analyzing several month of data.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In the past three decades, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) evolved to an intensively studied field of research, as it
promises to replace classical time- and cost-consuming human inspections of engineering structures with an effective
continuous surveillance strategy. The fundamental idea is to infer the structural integrity of a mechanical system based
on changes in the vibration characteristics,1 whereas the main aspects of research arise directly from the workflow of
SHM2 and the paradigm of handling information.3,4 In the last 30 years, great effort has been put into the development
of damage-sensitive features, the field of system identification and Operational Modal Analysis (OMA), the handling of
environmental and operational variations (EOVs), and the recognition of abnormalities.5

With increasing interest and the extension of application fields, the need for benchmark structures arises. The pur-
pose is not necessarily to create a basis for the comparison of methods, but also for implementation and validation of
novel strategies in the context of SHM such as system identification and damage analysis, as the conduction and main-
tenance of experiments requires experience and high effort. Laboratory tests are readily used, as they can be designed
in such a way that their dynamics are simple or feature certain characteristics. Most importantly, they are usually con-
ducted in a controlled environment, where only a few uncertainties exist, or no varying effects through environmental
and operational conditions (EOCs) need to be considered. In the sense of open research, data sets of laboratory cam-
paigns have been published and exploited for several SHM problems. Good examples are vibration test campaigns of
bookshelf structures6,7 that feature different damages and undergo several controlled variations. The research con-
ducted with these data sets reaches from system identification8 to detection, localization,9 and quantification10 of dam-
age, to name but a few applications. In civil engineering, where the structures are particularly large, complex, and/or
voluminous laboratory systems are of interest. By that, more realistic benchmark objects become relevant, which fea-
ture dynamic and constructional properties that are closer to the practical application. Motivated by that, large shear-
building-like benchmark structures and problems were designed.11–13 Further, wind turbines have drawn increasing
interest in the research for SHM of civil engineering structures14 because of their extensive and remote installations,
and their complex and varying dynamical properties. In particular, the focus lies on the monitoring of rotor blades15–18

and foundations,19 as these members are prone to damages. Regarding the former, an open-database benchmark struc-
ture was implemented by Ou et al,20 which features several damage positions and intensities. The benchmark structure,
a miniature rotor blade with a length of 1.75 m, was exposed to varying temperatures in a climate chamber to enable
the damage detection under varying environmental conditions.

Naturally, laboratory tests provide a controlled environment for the research and testing of specific phenomena and
methods. However, to test the robustness of certain schemes, more practical scenarios, which hold a larger potential for
uncertainty and variability, should be considered. Another challenge is that the ambient excitation, which is the major
excitation source for many civil engineering structures like bridges and towers, can hardly be simulated in a laboratory
setup. To this end, large testing campaigns have been conducted in the past. The provided measurements have been
suitable for many researchers all over the world as a basis for the development and comparison of all kinds of SHM
methods. By that, these structures became de-facto benchmark objects. Early examples for such large-scale tests are the
studies associated with the I40 and Alamosa Canyon bridges conducted by Farrar et al.21 In the context of SHM of brid-
ges, probably the most popular benchmark structure is the Z24 bridge.22,23 Unlike the I40 and Alamosa Canyon bridge,
structural damages were introduced there. Because of a nonlinear temperature dependence and the monitoring period
of almost a year, the Z24 bridge led to fruitful developments in the context of damage identification under varying
EOCs.24–28 Beside other research, plenty of contributions toward the application and comparison of system identifica-
tion and OMA techniques were made.29–31 Recently, short measurement campaigns were conducted at the S101 bridge
including the acquisition of data under healthy and progressively damaged conditions.32 The bridge was finally
demolished, similar to the Z24 bridge. This benchmark object inspired relevant research in the field of vibration-based
damage detection33–35 and localization36 as well. Finally, an impressive benchmark database was presented,37 which
relates to the monitoring system of a 510-m-long cable-stayed bridge. This structure was subjected to research in the
field of SHM in, for example, Huang et al.38

Obviously, real-life benchmark structures represent a valuable basis for the research regarding all aspects of SHM.
Because of their complexity, realistic excitation, and therefore, their inherent sources of uncertainty, they help to judge
whether the developed methods are ready for practical applications. Unfortunately, genuine structures that are moni-
tored over a long period and feature at least one damage state such as the Z24 bridge are rare. Even in this case, signals
were saturated,39 which represents a loss of information, and reduces the suitability for further research regarding
time-domain approaches, for instance.
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In conclusion, from a scientific perspective, benchmark objects are desirable, which (i) are exposed to natural
sources of excitation and variations, (ii) feature a reasonable degree of complexity, (iii) exhibit damages during their
life-time in multiple intensities and at more than one position, and (iv) are measured over long periods. To fill this gap,
we designed and implemented the Leibniz University Test Structure for MOnitoring (LUMO), a lattice mast structure
with a height of approximately 9 m comprising 18 reversible damages on six levels. The system is set up outdoors and is
equipped with accelerometers, strain gauges, and a temperature sensor, and monitored continuously. A meteorological
measurement mast located in close proximity (approximately 20 m) provides a comprehensive overview of the environ-
mental conditions. All acquired data as well as a nominal finite element model are provided online in an open-access
repository. Thereby, a benchmark object is created that enables the testing and validation of all kinds of vibration-based
SHM methods for practical application.

With the present article, we introduce this new test structure to the research community and provide a detailed doc-
umentation and characterization of the dynamic properties. First, we describe the facility including the design, sensor
layout, data acquisition system, and the provided data, as well as the reversible damage mechanisms. Then, a finite ele-
ment model of the structure is introduced that can be utilized for numerical studies or model-based methods. In the
final section, we characterize the dynamic properties of the test structure by analyzing five months of data.

2 | A TESTING FACILITY FOR SHM

The testing facility is situated on a field, 20 km south of Hanover (Lower Saxony, Germany). It comprises a steel lattice
mast mounted on a concrete block foundation and a data acquisition system. In order to test multiple damage scenar-
ios, the mast features reversible damage mechanisms on six levels along its height. The block foundation was built in
October 2019, the tower was erected in June 2020, and the continuous measurements started in August 2020. In the fol-
lowing, we will describe the testing facility thoroughly. Starting with a general characterization, we will continue by
describing the damage features and the environmental conditions. We will close this section by presenting the measure-
ment setup, the data acquisition system, and provide details on the access to the data.

2.1 | General description of the structure

The steel lattice mast consists of three identical segments with a length of 3 m each, resulting in a total height of 9 m.
The overall weight without sensors is approximately 90 kg. Each segment has three tubular legs forming a cross-section
similar to an isosceles triangle and consists of seven bracing levels as well as short connecting sections at the ends. The
sections end in an elliptical flange, which allows the connection of the segments in arbitrary order employing regular
M10 steel bolts. A photograph of the lattice mast can be found in Figure 1.

The test structure is mounted on a concrete block foundation with the dimensions 1.5 m � 1.5m � 0.8m, which is
embedded in cohesive soil. Therefore, an anchor plate, with eight head bolts attached to it, was integrated during the
manufacturing of the foundation. To safely erect and modify the mast, the anchor plate was designed as a hinge con-
sisting of two metal plates with a thickness of 30mm each. The latter is kept shut by 12 M12 bolts during monitoring
measurements to provide a rigid fixture of the mast. A photograph of the foundation and connector plate is given in
Figure 2.

2.2 | Reversible damage features and environmental conditions

The key features of the test structure are local reversible damages that manifest themselves as stiffness and possibly
mass alterations. For this purpose, on six levels of the structure, which are depicted in Figure 1, reversible damage
mechanisms enable the disconnection of individual bracings. At each possible damage level, all three bracings were
equipped with the damage mechanism, resulting in 18 different positions for the introduction of localized stiffness alter-
ations. The damage features consist of two screw sockets, one with a left-hand and one with a right-hand thread, and a
connection piece (threaded M10 rod). An exemplary photograph depicting damage mechanisms at damage level 6 is
given in Figure 2. The damage mechanisms are activated by loosening the screw sockets and possibly removing the con-
nection pieces resulting in a complete severance of the corresponding bracings. When damage mechanisms are
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completely removed (screw sockets and connection piece), as was done for the currently available data of the damaged
structure, the stiffness alteration comes together with a decrease of mass by approximately 155 g per damage
mechanism.

As the structure is located outside, the main excitation source constitutes aerodynamic forces exerted by the wind,
which mainly blows from west to south. Further, variations of the structural dynamic behavior are mainly caused by
daily and seasonal temperature cycles. During visual inspections, we also recognized that the mast is occasionally
sought by birds as a place to rest.

FIGURE 1 Photograph of the test structure (left), and schematic drawing including the measurement levels (MLs) and the damage

locations (DAM) (right)

FIGURE 2 Photograph of the foundation and anchor plate (left), and photograph of the first bay and damage mechanism in place

(right)
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2.3 | Sensor equipment

The structure is equipped with 18 uniaxial accelerometers, three strain sensors, and one temperature sensor. They are
distributed across ten horizontal measurement levels, which are schematically displayed in Figure 1. Further, a list of
all measurement levels and the associated sensors and channel names together with the height of installation is given
in Table 1.

MEAS 8811LF-01-005 piezoelectric accelerometers with IEPE current supply (channel names starting with accel)
are mounted in pairs using 90� mounting brackets to measure in orthogonal deflection directions, and to capture the
spatial motion in the horizontal plane. There are no acceleration sensors in the vertical direction (z axis) because of
their low relevance for beam-like structures. The positioning and orientation of the accelerometers is schematically
depicted in Figure 3.

Two HBM quarter-bridge strain gauges in a half-bridge setup (channel names starting with strain) are installed at
the base at each leg (ML10) to effectively measure the axial strain close to the foundation. The strain gauges are electri-
cally wired so that shear strains in the legs cancel out. The identifier for each leg, which is part of the channel name of
each strain sensor, can be found in circled numbers in Figure 3 as well.

One Pt100 type thermocouple is mounted at the same measurement level as the strain sensors and provides the ref-
erence material temperature.

FIGURE 3 Front view of lower segment (left), and cross section with measurement directions of accelerometers (right)

TABLE 1 Measurement levels (MLs) with associated channels and z coordinates

ML ML1 ML2 ML3 ML4 ML5 ML6 ML7 ML8 ML9 ML10

Channel names accel01x …02x …03x …04x …05x …06x …07x …08x …09x strain01

strain02

accel01y …02y …03y …04y …05y …06y …07y …08y …09y strain03

temp01

Height (z in m) 8.95 8.00 7.00 5.95 5.00 4.00 2.95 2.00 1.00 0.15
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2.4 | Data acquisition and supply

The data acquisition system consists of a National Instruments NI-cDAQ-9189 device connected to a host computer,
both protected from the environment in a shack approximately 40 m away from the test structure. The chassis contains
five NI-9234 modules for the measurements of the accelerometers, one NI-9237 module for the strain gauges, and one
NI-9291 module for the temperature sensor. The data are acquired continuously at a sampling rate of 1651.61 Hz and
locally stored as data blocks of 10 min on the hard drive of the host computer.

A meteorology mast erected by the Institute of Meteorology and Climatology (IMUK) of Leibniz University Hanno-
ver is positioned 20 m away from the test structure. There, the meteorological data are measured and saved as 1-min
mean values. This information precisely describes the predominant environmental conditions. The information made
available and their physical units are summarized in Table 2.

Here, 0� for the direction of wind refers to the northern direction, whereas 90� corresponds to the east. It should be
noted that the wind measurements were initially acquired using a cup anemometer. Due to a breakdown, this device
was replaced by an ultrasonic anemometer on June 21, 2021.

Measurement data from August until the end of July 2021, including all data used in this document, as well as a
comprehensive documentation are uploaded to a repository of Leibniz University Hannover and can be reached
through the following link:

https://data.uni-hannover.de/dataset/lumo
or
https://doi.org/10.25835/0027803
The data are available in Matlab (mat.) files and is divided in structural (acceleration, strains, and material tempera-

ture), and meteorological measurements. The former comprises 10-min data chunks organized in folders for every
month. Because of the huge amount of data, each monthly folder is wrapped in zip-archives split in approximately
30 subfiles. Since no compression was conducted, these subfiles can be unpacked separately if only a portion of the
monthly data is desired. To enable a targeted filtering and selection of the data, we provide metafiles for each month
containing the statistical information mean, median, and variance, and information regarding the damage state of the
structure for every 10-min data file.

The meteorological data (cf. Table 2) are originally owned and presented by IMUK.40 Nevertheless, for the purpose
of this research infrastructure, we provide these data together with the structural measurements under the link above,
and consequently, it is organized similarly. However, for legal reasons, the associated files can only be accessed via
password. We readily provide the key to the meteorological data section to every researcher from an educational institu-
tion via e-mail. Therefore, the contact information is given under the link above.

Currently, the database comprises data measured using the healthy structure as well as six damage cases that mani-
fest themselves in two different extents of damage at three different positions, as summarized in Table 3. The database
will be extended regularly comprising different damage combinations and environmental conditions to enable the
research in the field of SHM. Therefore, a schedule for future measurement campaigns was added to the documentation
available under the link above. This file will be updated regularly. The authors offer their support and assistance for the
handling of the data and are open to suggestions regarding different types of experiments. We gladly receive e-mails
addressed to the corresponding author or public.data@isd.uni-hannover.de.

TABLE 2 Available meteorological data as 1-min mean values with units and associated abbreviations

Meteorological data Unit Abbreviation

Air temperature (2 m above ground) �C AT

Relative humidity (2 m above ground) % RH

Sum of precipitation mm P

Global radiation W m s�2 GR

Average wind speed (10 m above ground) � s�1 AW

Max. wind speed (10 m above ground; not averaged) � s�1 MW

Direction of wind � WD
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2.5 | Description of surrounding area

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, the girder mast is located on a field near the city of Hanover, Germany.
The coordinates for the exact position read 52�14'35.2”N 9�48'47.1”E. For elaborate numerical analyses and the inter-
pretation of identification results, the characterization of the wind field is beneficial. However, measuring the wind field
and turbulence exceeds the scope of the presented long-term experiment and sensor setup. In order to characterize the
wind conditions, additional information describing the area surrounding the test structure are given in the following.

Figure 4 depicts an overview of the field on which the girder mast is positioned. The latter is highlighted with a red
dot. Moreover, the directions of measurements are given therein. The girder mast is mainly surrounded by flat farm-
land, though, a few objects are located nearby that might cause turbulent airflow. To assess the likelihood of occur-
rence, a histogram of the wind direction measurements for October 2020 is provided in Figure 4 as well. Therein, it can
be seen that in most cases the wind comes from the south and south-west.

Given the common wind direction, turbulence might be caused frequently because of the hedge located south of the
girder mast. However, since the hedge features a height of approximately 4-m, laminar airflow is widely expected. Other
objects that might affect the aeroelastic behavior are manifested by wind turbines and trees located in the west, con-
tainers (approximately 2.5 m high) in the north, and a garden dump (height ≤ 3m) located in the east of the girder
mast, but again, turbulence caused by these objects are rather unlikely, as they are not within the main wind direction.

TABLE 3 Currently accessible data according to structural state and damage position (effective November 2021)

Period of data acquisition Structural state Damage position

Aug. 1, 2020 to Oct. 13, 2020 healthy –

Oct. 13, 2020 to Oct. 27, 2020 damaged damage level 6 (all damage mechanisms removed)

Oct. 27, 2020 to Nov. 9, 2020 healthy –

Nov. 9, 2020 to Nov. 24, 2020 damaged damage level 4 (all damage mechanisms removed)

Nov. 24, 2020 to Mar. 18, 2021 healthy –

Mar. 18, 2021 to Apr. 20, 2021 damaged damage level 3 (all damage mechanisms removed)

Apr. 20, 2021 to May 4, 2021 healthy –

May 4, 2021 to May 19, 2021 damaged damage level 6 (one damage mechanisms removed)

May 19, 2021 to May 28, 2021 healthy –

May 28, 2021 to Jun. 14, 2021 damaged damage level 4 (one damage mechanisms removed)

Jun. 14, 2021 to Jun. 25, 2021 healthy –

Jun. 25, 2021 to Jul. 12, 2021 damaged damage level 3 (one damage mechanisms removed)

Jul. 12, 2021 to Jul. 31, 2021 healthy –

Note: For more details, see documentation and meta files within the data repository.

FIGURE 4 Overview of Leibniz University Test Structure for MOnitoring's (LUMO's) (red dot) surrounding area with directions of

measurement (left). Histogram of wind direction measurements for October 2020 using a bin size of 10� (right)
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2.6 | Finite element calculations

The structure was modeled using finite elements to gain an insight into the structural dynamic behavior. This provides
a basis for comparison, which can be used to verify the subsequent data-driven modal analysis.

Beam elements with linear interpolation were used and the structure was discretized using elements with a length
of roughly 3 cm for both legs and braces. The welded connections of the braces to the legs as well as the flange connec-
tions between the segments were modeled as inflexible joints. Since the real structure is fixed on a bolted down 30-mm-
thick steel plate, no displacements and no rotations are assumed at the root. The section definitions, such as tube diam-
eter and wall thickness, are assigned according to measurements taken from the actual structure, which are given in
Figure 3. Linear elastic parameters matching those of structural steel were applied in the material model. Further, we
considered several mass contributions of the structure in order to achieve a model as close as possible to the actual
structure without applying any advanced model updating scheme. These mass contributions are listed in Table 4. The
segments were weighed to account for masses not included in the mechanical modes such as paint and weldment mate-
rial. Subsequently, we calibrated the material density such that the resulting mass of the model matched the weight of
the real segments. The mass contributions of the flanges, which connect the segments, as well as a ring located at the
top of the uppermost segment (cf. Figure 1) were considered. Further mass contributions arise from the sensors and
cables installed on the structure. The mass of the two-sensor setup of each measurement level is represented by point
masses at the respective positions in the structure. We accounted for the mass of the cables running from the base of
the mast to the respective measurement levels using concentrated masses located at the intersections of the bracings
and the leg on which the cables were installed.

The vibration modes and natural frequencies of the structure were computed using the finite element solver Abaqus.
Figure 5 shows the first four bending and torsional modes. The bending modes all occur in pairs for linearly indepen-
dent directions of deflection (x and y direction) because of the symmetric geometry of the structure's cross section. How-
ever, only the bending modes pointing in x direction are shown in Figure 5.

The lower modes behave as expected for a beam-like structure. However, the higher modes have a more intricate
structural dynamic behavior. For example, the upper 10 cm of the legs of each segment lack any bracings, and thus, the
parts of the structure near the interconnections of segments have a significantly reduced stiffness. This is especially
reflected in the fourth bending mode shape (B4-x), which exhibits a large curvature in the respective locations. Further,
B4-x also shows significant excitation of the individual braces.

3 | CHARACTERIZATION OF DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

When establishing a monitoring scheme, one usually needs to characterize the structural dynamic behavior of the sys-
tem to be observed to select appropriate methods, for example, for system identification. Typically, this characterization
is based on assumptions or experience at least to some extent. However, in most cases the monitoring scheme comprises
a training phase (see, e.g., Häckell et al.41), and therefore, the corresponding observations can be used to validate the
assumptions and to develop a comprehensive understanding of the dynamic behavior, which effectively reduces the
chances of misinterpretations regarding the structural integrity.

In the context of this article, we want to characterize the dynamic properties of the test structure with the help of
the data gathered from August to December, 2020. The goal is to answer the following questions: (i) Is the structure lin-
ear or nonlinear? (ii) Are there any exogenous effects that might alter the dynamical behavior? (iii) Is the structure
varying over time? (iv) Another open question is whether the damage mechanisms are truly reversible, that is, that the
global dynamic properties are recovered once the connection pieces have been removed and set back in place.

TABLE 4 Mass contributions considered in the finite element model

Density (including weldment, paint) 8670 kg/m3

Flange mass (6 per segment) 0.125 kg

Head mass (ring at top segment) 2.97 kg

Sensor fixture (including accelerometers) 0.387 kg

Cable mass (single accelerometer channel) 0.0356 kg/m
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For modeling dynamic processes stemming from ambiently excited structures under environmental and/or opera-
tional variability, it is advisable to distinguish between short-term and long-term scale, as some properties mentioned
in the questions before might appear, or become relevant, in either of these temporal cases. We will give some recom-
mendations for modeling toward the end of this section. Note that the mentioned time scales (short-term and long-
term) cannot be defined generally. For the test structure, we refer to short-term scale when considering the 10-min data
blocks.

3.1 | Modal analysis

For now, we assume that the test structure can be modeled as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system given the 10-min
acceleration measurements. For structures like the lattice mast, that is an assumption, which is readily made.42 It
implies that no exogenous effects exist, which alter the lattice mast significantly during this time. Otherwise, estimation
errors of the modal parameters would increase.43 We computed natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes
of the test structure under healthy conditions every 30 min from August 1 until October 12, 2020. Therefore, the
Covariance-Driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV)44,45 was applied. To distinguish between spurious and
physical eigensolutions, stabilization diagrams46 were utilized. In the proceeding sections, the underlying presupposi-
tions of linearity and time invariance shall be investigated.

For the SSI-COV, covariances were computed based on an inverse Fourier transform of the power spectral density
(PSD) matrices of the acceleration data. The PSDs were estimated using Welch's method47 with a window length of
1 min and an overlap of 50%. We chose these values based on experience. A Blackman window was applied to each data
block to reduce leakage effects. The number of frequency points was set equal to the number of data points, leading to
a frequency resolution of 0.0167 Hz. To regard the character of the measured acceleration data, a plot of the three first

FIGURE 5 Finite element results for bending mode shapes of the healthy state

WERNITZ ET AL. 9 of 26
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singular values of the PSD matrices versus frequency is given in Figure 6. The frequency axis is cut off at 120 Hz, as this
range contains the vibration modes regarded later on.

From there, it can be seen that the first singular value represents the major dynamic response of the structure. In
many cases, this component predominantly embodies closely spaced modes, for example, around 16 Hz. However, the
second and third singular value play a significant role in this regard as well.

Concerning the modal analysis, all identified natural frequencies for the range of 0 to 120 Hz are given in Figure 7.
By natural frequency, we refer to the damped eigenfrequencies48 throughout this article, when not stated otherwise.

To differentiate separate vibration modes, we developed and applied a simple clustering algorithm to all identified
natural frequencies from 0 to 200Hz and their corresponding mode shapes using the settings in Table 5. The values
therein were chosen in such a way that, on the one hand, significant deviations of natural frequencies due to EOVs
were allowed and, on the other hand, modal affinity assured (see value for Modal Assurance Criterion49 MAC½ � and fre-
quency difference of clusters).

That leads to the identification and separation of the first 15 modes listed in Table 6.
Note that the identification of more than these vibration modes is feasible without great effort. However, because of

the limited spatial resolution by the given sensor layout, a characterization, as pursued in Table 6, is hard to achieve for
higher modes. Even for some of the considered modes, for example, for the first five torsional modes, a clear

FIGURE 6 First three singular values of power spectral density (PSD) matrices (Δf ¼ 0:0333Hz) of acceleration measurements

FIGURE 7 All identified and classified natural frequencies of the lattice tower from 0 to 120 Hz (unclassified frequencies in gray)

TABLE 5 Criteria for modal clustering of identified modes based on 10-min data sets

Criterion for modal clustering Value

Min. MAC value within cluster 0.95

Max. absolute frequency deviation within cluster 1 Hz

Min. absolute frequency difference between cluster's mean frequencies 0.02 Hz

10 of 26 WERNITZ ET AL.
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classification is only possible with help the of the finite element results summarized in Section 2.6. Finally, in Figure 8,
the first five bending mode shapes in y direction are given for illustration purposes.

To make the results comparable to the numerical solutions, linear interpolation was used to generate deformed
plots of the structure. Since there are only nine measurement levels in the structure, the mode shapes for B4-y and B5-y
are not fully resolved.

In Table 6, values for the natural frequencies of the simulated model are given as well. Compared to the identifica-
tion results, they feature only minor deviations. We also computed the MAC values given the mode shapes from system
identification and numerical simulation, which are also given in Table 6. In some cases, the direction of vibration of the

TABLE 6 Description of first 15 vibration modes and frequencies obtained using SSI-COV and modal clustering using parameters given

in Table 5, and comparison to numerical results

Index

Average natural
frequency, Aug. 1 to Oct.
12, 2020

Natural
frequency from
simulation

MAC, simulation versus
identification (after
rotation)

Type of vibration mode
(dominating direction) Identifier

1 2.76 Hz 2.95 Hz 0.976 (0.999) 1st bending mode (y) B1-y

2 2.81 Hz 2.95 Hz 0.977 (0.998) 1st bending mode (x) B1-x

3 13.40 Hz 14.11 Hz 0.995 (0.995) 1st torsional mode T1

4 15.94 Hz 17.16 Hz 0.988 (0.994) 2nd bending mode (y) B2-y

5 16.28 Hz 17.15 Hz 0.983 (0.984) 2nd bending mode (x) B2-x

6 39.78 Hz 41.74 Hz 0.964 (0.968) 2nd torsional mode T2

7 40.76 Hz 44.32 Hz 0.651 (0.794) 3rd bending mode (y) B3-y

8 42.14 Hz 44.18 Hz 0.973 (0.985) 3rd bending mode (x) B3-x

9 66.40 Hz 68.47 Hz 0.623 (0.627) 3rd torsional mode T3

10 69.15 Hz 71.84 Hz 0.558 (0.558) 4th bending mode (y) B4-y

11 71.51 Hz 70.95 Hz 0.910 (0.922) 4th bending mode (x) B4-x

12 92.40 Hz 94.38 Hz 0.942 (0.944) 4th torsional mode T4

13 100.98 Hz 103.51 Hz 0.809 (0.939) 5th bending mode (y) B5-y

14 104.33 Hz 104.29 Hz 0.790 (0.963) 5th bending mode (x) B5-x

15 117.16 Hz 120.44 Hz 0.907 (0.935) 5th torsional mode T5

FIGURE 8 Bending mode shapes in y direction (B1-y [left] to B5-y [right]), as identified from the measurement data using Covariance-

Driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV)
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compared mode shape pairs was obviously deviating. This is why we computed a second value for the MAC after rotat-
ing the mode shapes in a least-squares sense. The latter values show a good resemblance of the simulation model and
the actual structure. However, several modes of the finite element model exhibit a strong coupling between bending
and torsion, which lead to low MAC values when compared to the identified mode shapes (cf. B3-y, T3, and B4-y). We
want to emphasize again that a calibration of the finite element model might be useful, however, as we provide the
nominal model in addition to the measurement data, the corresponding numerical results are presented here.

An analysis of the evolution of the natural frequencies reveals that the global dynamics of the test structure
undergoes significant changes when observed over time. To this end, we exemplarily show the progress of modes B2-y
and B2-x in Figure 9.

The main driver of this behavior seems to be the material temperature, as day-night cycles are apparent. We will
examine this property in depth later on.

3.2 | Linearity and nonlinearity

We generally assume the lattice mast to be a linear dynamic system, since the test structure is a steel construction and
the aerodynamic forces are small compared to the bearing capacity. However, two properties could introduce a signifi-
cant dependence with respect to the magnitude of excitation. First, amplitude-dependent dynamics of buildings under
wind loading have been reported extensively in the literature, see, for example, previous works,50–52 and the references
therein. Generally, this is exhibited by an increase in damping and a decrease in natural frequencies. A reason for that
might be the aerodynamic damping that increases with stronger winds, and which could cause a decrease of natural fre-
quencies. On contrary, Tamura53 explains the joint variation of damping and natural frequencies, which results in a
softening, with the help of the so-called stick-slip model. It is worth mentioning that a softening has even been reported
for prestressed structures, where the opposite (hardening) would have been expected.54 Second, as the tower is erected
on a block foundation, amplitude-dependent material properties of the soil could affect the global dynamics as well.53,55

To investigate a possible nonlinearity in terms of amplitude dependence, we consider the same measurements and
identified natural frequencies as before. From the previous section, we know that temperature variations due to day-
night cycles have an obvious effect on the dynamics of the test structure, which is a typical phenomenon.56–58 To limit
this possible source of variation, identification results were considered that refer to data sets associated with a mean
material temperature of 14.2 to 16.2�C. We chose this temperature range, as most data sets were acquired during these
conditions. Further, we assumed that a material temperature deviation of 2 K has an insignificant effect on the modal
properties. In Figure 10, the identified natural frequencies of mode B2-x are plotted over time. Additionally, the maxi-
mum wind speed for the corresponding 10-min data sets is displayed underneath.

Even though the temperature deviations only amount to 2 K, significant variations of the natural frequencies can be
observed in this figure. Here, two periods are of special interest: a few days before August 29, and the week before
October 10. During this time, the maximum wind speed frequently exceeded 10 m s�1. Accordingly, the identified natu-
ral frequencies dropped significantly. Besides the displayed natural frequencies in Figure 10, this phenomenon can also
be observed for other modes.

To rule out other sources for these variations, several dependency plots are given for the identified natural frequen-
cies and the acquired meteorological data (see Table 2) averaged over the 10-min interval of the corresponding accelera-
tion data. Unlike the other meteorological data, the maximum value instead of the average value was considered for
maximum wind speed. In addition to the meteorological data, the mean material temperature was considered, which
was measured directly at the lattice mast. In Figure 11, an exemplary dependency plot is given for the mode B2-x.

FIGURE 9 Evolution of natural frequencies of vibration modes B2-y and B2-x

12 of 26 WERNITZ ET AL.
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Therein, a decreasing trend of the identified natural frequency is visible with respect to rising wind speeds. Further,
it can be seen that the selected window of material temperature has no significant varying effect on the regarded natu-
ral frequency. Amplitude-dependent natural frequencies usually come along with amplitude-dependent damping.50,53

This can be observed here as well by regarding Figure 12.
Besides the subplots for natural frequency or damping ratio, respectively, versus average (AW) and maximum wind

(MW) speed, other combinations appear to feature dependent relations as well. In the cases of natural frequency/
damping ratio versus sum of precipitation (P) or global radiation (GR), this can be traced back to fewer identification
results for phases with high global radiation or much precipitation. Similarly, this pertains to the relationship of natural
frequency/damping ratio and wind direction (WD), where most realizations exist when the wind was coming from 200�

(south-south-west).
We want to close this section with a final remark. When considering the undamped natural frequencies48 for the

investigations of this section, the amplitude dependence still pertains. This leads to the conclusion that the natural fre-
quencies are indeed amplitude-dependent. However, the reason could also be a poor estimation of damping, which is
considered as challenging within the OMA community.59 It would be interesting to perform the estimation of damping
using different modal identification techniques. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

FIGURE 10 Natural frequencies for mode B2-x, and maximum wind speed over time (material temperature (MT) from 14.2�C to

16.2�C); mean natural frequency mode cluster in dotted line

FIGURE 11 Dependency plots of natural frequencies of mode B2-x versus meteorological data and material temperature (MT); data are

filtered according to MT (14.2–16.2�C). For abbreviations, see Table 2
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3.3 | Dependence on environmental conditions and time

In the previous sections, we reported that the test structure features amplitude-dependent dynamics, which can be
observed in a decrease of natural frequencies and an increase of damping ratios with rising wind speeds. For the rele-
vant investigations, we modeled the test structure as an LTI system using the SSI-COV technique. At the same time, we
presumed that the dynamics of this system are temperature-dependent, and therefore, we only considered data sets for
similar material temperatures. If either temperature or wind speed variations were high during the considered 10-min
measurements, the assumption of stationary dynamics could be violated.

This shall be further investigated, and therefore, the dynamical behavior is assessed by observing the frequency con-
tent of an exemplary 10-min acceleration data set under particularly high variations of temperature or maximum wind
speed. First, we consider the same period as earlier (August 1 until October 12, 2020) and find a particularly high stan-
dard deviation of material temperature within 10-min data blocks of 1.7�C on August 29 (11:56h–12:06h). During this
time, the maximum wind speed varied moderately, namely, between 3.1 and 5.6 m s�1. For a short-time analysis, we
extracted nine subsequent blocks, each block belonging to a full minute. We then applied the Bayesian Operational
Modal Analysis (BAYOMA) technique60,61 to each of these chunks to estimate the natural frequencies as well as the
uncertainty associated with them. To apply BAYOMA, the FFT was computed with a frequency resolution of
0.0167 Hz. To observe changes in frequency, we considered the bending mode B2-x. The corresponding nine natural
frequency values as well as the material temperature are plotted over time in Figure 13.

Therein, slight variations of the natural frequency can be observed with respect to the changing material tempera-
ture. It seems that the dependency of natural frequency on temperature explored in the long-term analysis associated
by Figure 16 also manifests itself in short observation periods although the effect is not particularly distinct.

We conducted a similar analysis regarding the variation of wind speed. Therefore, we considered the acceleration of
the data set acquired on October 6, 2020 (07:41h–07:51h). During this time, the maximum wind speed varied between
6 and 12.4 m s�1 and the standard deviation of the material temperature amounted to approximately 0.07�C ranging
from 11.93�C to 12.12�C. The results of the short-term frequency tracking of mode B2-x can be found in Figure 14.

Significant variations of the resonance frequency with respect to the measured maximum wind speed are observable
during the regarded 10-min interval.

Especially Figure 14 but also Figure 13 show that a dependency on environmental conditions is apparent during
measurement intervals of 10 min when strong variations of these effects occur. However, to further assess these find-
ings, they should be compared to a short-time modal analysis using data that was acquired under moderate variations

FIGURE 12 Dependency plots of damping ratios of mode B2-x versus meteorological data and material temperature (MT); data are

filtered according to MT (14.2–16.2�C). For abbreviations see Table 2
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of wind speed and temperature. Such a case can be found on October 4th, 2020 (03:42h–03:52h). At that time, the mate-
rial temperature ranged from 2.8�C to 3.7�C resulting in a standard deviation of approximately 0.02�C. The variation of
the maximum wind speed was small as well, as can be seen in Figure 15.

In the latter figure, no significant variations of the depicted natural frequency can be observed. Comparing these
results to the ones contained in Figures 13 and 14 emphasizes the altering effect of temperature and especially wind
speeds on the dynamic behavior of the girder mast on a short-term scale. It follows that a general modeling of the girder
mast as LTI system must be associated with certain modeling errors when 10-min data sets are employed that were
acquired under strongly varying wind speeds but also temperature. Nevertheless, since these instances happen rarely,
such a procedure seems legitimate anyway. We will take up on this topic in Section 3.4.

We now want to investigate the temperature effects on the global dynamics of the test structure over long periods.
To this end, we again consider acceleration data acquired under healthy conditions from August 1 until October

FIGURE 13 Short-term frequency tracking of natural frequency of B2-x by Bayesian Operational Modal Analysis (BAYOMA) for the

case of maximum material temperature variation and slightly varying maximum wind speeds (3.1 to 5.6 m s�1). Vertical bars depict standard

deviations of the point estimates. Identification for full minutes only

FIGURE 14 Short-term frequency tracking of natural frequency of B2-x by Bayesian Operational Modal Analysis (BAYOMA) for the

case of maximum wind speed variation and quasi-constant material temperature 11.93�C to 12.12�C. Vertical bars depict standard deviations

of the point estimates. Identification for full minutes only

FIGURE 15 Short-term frequency tracking of natural frequency of B2-x by Bayesian Operational Modal Analysis (BAYOMA) for the

case of moderate variations of maximum wind speed and material temperature (2.8� to 3.7�C). Vertical bars depict standard deviations of the

point estimates. Identification for full minutes only
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12, 2020, but this time irrespective of the underlying temperature. Contrary to the investigations behind Figures 11 and
12, we filtered the modal results with respect to the maximum wind speed, which we allow to vary between 2 and
7 m s�1, the material temperature is allowed to vary freely. By that, we want to disregard the amplitude dependence of
natural frequencies and damping ratios, as described earlier. However, the range of maximum wind speed was chosen
relatively large to take into account a great amount of identification results. The effect of temperature variation can be
observed in Figure 16.

Therein, the natural frequency of mode B2-x is plotted versus the meteorological data and material temperature.
Clearly, a strong temperature dependence exists, which appears linear for the regarded temperature range. Such a lin-
ear relationship pertains to all identified modes. Figure 16 also displays a dependence of natural frequency and relative
humidity. However, this is deceptive, as the relative humidity and air temperature are correlated. Further, a slight
decreasing trend of the damped natural frequency with rising wind speeds is still visible, although it is masked behind
temperature variations. Apparently, the range of maximum wind speed from 2 to 7 m s�1 was chosen slightly too large.
However, as the effect of varying temperature on the natural frequencies is predominant, this selection is justified.

Additionally, the corresponding identified damping ratios are presented in Figure 17.
As expected, no significant temperature dependence can be recognized here. As before, slight trends of the damping

ratio with respect to the wind speed can be recognized. That roots back to the amplitude-dependent dynamics of the test
structure, which is not entirely disregarded by the large range of the wind speeds considered.

During our investigations, we realized that not only the natural frequencies do change with varying temperature
but so do the mode shapes. This phenomenon is typical for structures with closely spaced modes that result from sym-
metric geometry and which are found to be sensitive to physical conditions.62 This behavior can be observed exemplarily
for mode B2-x in the upper plot of Figure 18, where MAC values are depicted over the measured material temperature.
For this computation, we chose the reference eigenvector as the one closest to the nominal mean material temperature
at approximately 20�C.

As reported in the literature,63 eigenvectors of closely spaced modes like B2-y and B2-x tend to rotate within the sub-
space spanned by these vectors. Therefore, the whole subspace should be considered instead of the individual mode
shapes, and consequently, the classical MAC is not entirely suitable. Extensions based on the subspace of eigenvector
pairs can be used instead,64 which should be considered in future investigations.

To disregard the effect of rotation, we computed alternative values for the MAC of mode B2-x based on the modal
amplitudes for the sensors pointing in the dominating x direction, which are given in the lower plot of Figure 18.
Therein, a clear trend with respect to varying material temperature is still apparent. To investigate this effect, we pre-
sent the normalized modal amplitudes associated with the sensors oriented in x direction plotted over the material

FIGURE 16 Dependency plot of natural frequency for mode B2-x versus meteorological data and material temperature (MT); data are

filtered according to MW (2–7 m s�1). For abbreviations see Table 2
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temperature in Figure 19. For that, the reduced eigenvectors were normalized with respect to their length, and then, all
other mode shapes were scaled with the help of the so-called Modal Scaling Factor.65

Especially for the larger amplitudes, slight variations with changing temperatures can be observed. That behavior
could be caused by an inhomogenous temperature distribution along the height and cross section of the lattice tower.

At last, we want to address the issue of time dependence. The dynamics of many engineering structures, so of the
presented lattice tower, is rather dependent on exogenous effects than on time. However, both properties are often hard
to distinguish for the following reasons. First, the evolution of exogenous effects is a function of time, and second, the
driving exogenous variations might not or cannot be observed. Consequently, it is sometimes irrelevant if a system is
interpreted as time-dependent, or as parameter-variant (dependent on exogenous variations). Moreover, from a practi-
cal standpoint, the latter matter is often disregarded and the observed system is simply defined as time-invariant if the
dynamic properties seem to be constant, or time-variant in the opposite situation. In case of the test structure, we have
the chance to observe a variety of environmental influences. That leads to a better understanding of its structural
dynamics and enables researchers to model the dynamics as parameter-variant (see, e.g., Avendaño-Valencia et al.66).
Despite the thorough monitoring of exogenous effects, there exist some sources of variability that could only be classi-
fied as time-dependent, or need to be taken into account as uncertainty. (i) First to be mentioned are the damage

FIGURE 17 Dependency plot of damping ratio for mode B2-x versus meteorological data and material temperature (MT); data are

filtered according to MW (2–7 m s�1). For abbreviations see Table 2

FIGURE 18 Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) values versus temperature for eigenvectors of B2-x (top), and MAC values versus

temperature for eigenvectors of B2-x considering only sensors in x direction (bottom); reference eigenvector for material temperature of

approximately 20�C
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mechanisms. Even though the corresponding screw sockets (cf. Section 2.2) were properly tightened and secured when
the structure was erected or reset in healthy state, local stiffnesses might change due to settlements or repositionings
caused by temperature variations or sudden wind strokes. (ii) During visual examinations, we could observe that the
lattice mast has been sought by birds as a place to rest. This increase of mass leads to temporarily lower natural fre-
quencies. (iii) Even though we took special care of the rust protection of the steel construction, corrosion might alter
the lattice mast with time, which could result in different dynamic behavior.

3.4 | Modeling dynamics

At this point, we want to summarize the findings from the previous sections and derive some recommendations for the
modeling of the structural dynamics on a short- and long-term scale.

The dynamics of the test structure can be described as follows: (i) The structure features nonlinearities in terms of
amplitude-dependent natural frequencies and damping. (ii) The natural frequencies and mode shapes vary with the
temperature. (iii) In the measurement data considered for this article, no exclusive time-dependent behavior of the
structure has been observed.

The previous investigations show that these properties significantly manifest themselves on a long-term scale but
also during shorter observation periods (<10 min) when particularly high variations wind speed but also temperature
are present. This must be kept in mind when a high modeling precision is pursued. Nevertheless, as the exogenous con-
ditions are typically rather stationary over intervals of 10 min, modeling the test structure as an LTI system based on
such observation periods is legitimate. However, on a long-term basis, the test structure must be considered as
nonlinear and parameter-variant. Depending on the objective(s) of the long-term analysis, different kinds of methods
are applicable. For instance, if one were interested in monitoring the natural frequencies of the test structure, even a
linear surrogate model24 could be identified representing the linear dependence of natural frequency and wind speed or
temperature.

4 | RECONSTRUCTING MISSING WIND MEASUREMENTS

We realized that from time to time single wind measurements went missing, which manifests itself in NaN values for
the corresponding channels of the meteorological data (AW, MW, WD, see Table 2). While few instances are not prob-
lematic, longer periods with absent information are troublesome from an SHM point of view. Especially the maximum
wind speed constitutes an valuable parameter that should be considered when the structure is monitored, cf. Figure 11.
Because of a sensor defect of the cup anemometer, no wind measurements are available from May 7, 2021 (07:30h) until
June 21, 2021 (07:00h). Nevertheless, this data might be recovered with the help of the structural measurements by
exploiting correlations observed in times with complete data.

FIGURE 19 Normalized modal amplitudes versus temperature for eigenvectors of B2-x considering only sensors in x direction (left),

and reference eigenvector for material temperature of approximately 20�C (right)
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Missing data are a common problem in SHM and is usually approached by determining a surrogate model to esti-
mate the lost samples (cf. Martín-Sanz et al.58). Therefore, correlation analyses revealed that the variance of accelera-
tion signals referring to ML 9 (see Figure 3) are most correlated with the maximum wind speed (both considered for
10 min). Notably, and probably because of a better signal-to-noise ratio, the acceleration signals are more suitable for
the reconstruction of the maximum wind speed than the strains at ML 10. To suppress the effect of varying wind direc-
tions, the absolute value of the 10-min variance of channels accel09x and accel09y is considered so that

varfaccel09g¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varfaccel09xg2þvarfaccel09yg2

q
,

where varf�g denotes the variance. The correlation to the maximum wind speed can be observed in Figure 20, where
logvarfaccel09g is plotted versus maximum wind speed. For that, we utilized all data from August 1, 2020 until

April 30, 2021 that refer to the structure under healthy conditions. Clearly, applying the logarithm reveals a linear cor-
relation, which is emphasized by the Pearson correlation coefficient of ρP ¼ 0:94.67

Consequently, estimating the maximum wind speed based on 10 min of acceleration data by employing a linear sur-
rogate model seems legitimate. It is worth mentioning that values below 0.5 m s�1 most probably do not reflect the
actual maximum wind speeds. This suspicion is triggered by the frequency of measurements at 0 m s�1, where at the
same time the corresponding accelerations imply higher excitation intensity. This phenomenon could be explained by
the resistance or inertia of the cup anemometer to start spinning at lower wind speeds. As mentioned before, the cup
anemometer was replaced by an ultrasonic anemometer on June 21, 2021 (07:00h). Measurements with the new ane-
mometer until July 30, 2021 support this conjecture. Instead of reconstructing the wind measurements in the first place,
considering logvarfaccel09g, for example, for data normalization schemes is a valuable option that circumvents the
problem of surrogate modeling. However, for the sake of completeness, a possible solution for that is presented in the
following.

We derived an estimator for the maximum wind speeds with the help of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).68

To this end, we gathered the data comprised of logvarfaccel09g and maximum wind speed acquired over the typical
interval of 10min on the columns of an (N�2)-matrix X , with N being the number of data sets. To center this data
around zero, we subtracted the mean X .

FIGURE 20 Logarithmized variance of measured acceleration (logvarfaccel09g) at measurement level (ML) 9 versus maximum wind

speed for 10-min measurement interval. Principal component (PC) represented by black line, values neglected for Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) in gray
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To reduce the effects of measurement errors, we neglected measurements referring to a maximum wind speed lower
than 0.5 m s�1, which is highlighted in Figure 20 using gray dots. The principal components (PCs) were determined by
means of a singular value decomposition (SVD).

A linear function was realized based on the first PC, which refers to the direction of maximum variance. It can be
written as

MWest ¼m logvarfaccel09g�Xð1Þ� �þXð2Þ:

Here, MWest represents the estimated maximum wind speed and m, Xð1Þ (mean logvarfaccel09g), and Xð2Þ (mean
maximum wind speed) are the parameters of the surrogate model that read

m¼ 2:3173, Xð1Þ¼�6:6642, Xð2Þ¼ 4:5421:

It can be seen in Figure 20 that the PCA is an effective measure of fitting a linear model to the correlated data. The lin-
ear function displayed in black clearly follows the direction of maximum variance. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned
that estimating the maximum wind speed based on the acceleration signals might result in negative values in the case
of low excitation intensity. This issue could be circumvented by rotating or shifting the PC but would lead to a sub-
optimal linear estimator. Therefore and because of the high variance of logvarfaccel09g below 2m s�1, we suggest to
focus on the data associated with MWest > 2m s�1 when the proposed linear estimation scheme is followed.

Clearly, reconstructing the wind measurements with the help of data acquired at the structure can be problematic if
the structural state changes to one that was not considered for the design of the estimator. In other words, the surrogate
model should be applicable even when the structure gets damaged. To validate that, we regarded the meteorological
data acquired in November 2020, cf. Table 3. This month is particularly suitable for this endeavor as it reflects the girder
mast under healthy as well as damaged conditions. The original measurements for a period of 10 min are plotted
together with their estimates based on acceleration data in Figure 21. As mentioned before, only maximum wind speeds
beyond 2 m s�1 were considered.

It can be seen that the linear surrogate model presented before leads to reasonable estimates of the maximum wind
speeds for the periods associated with different structural states. In fact, the mean squared estimation errors for the
damaged phase are slightly lower than for times when the structure was intact. By that, we conclude that,
logvarfaccel09g is suitable to infer the excitation intensity for the girder mast under healthy and damaged conditions
as well as reconstructing missing maximum wind speed measurements.

5 | DAMAGE MECHANISMS AND REVERSIBILITY OF GLOBAL DYNAMICS

The reversible damage mechanisms, which are installed at six levels of the lattice mast, are valuable features of the test
structure. Therefore, localized damage can be introduced and reversed subsequently, allowing to conduct measurement

FIGURE 21 Measured and estimated maximum wind speeds for November 2020. Mean squared error (MSE) for data representing the

girder mast under healthy and damaged conditions
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campaigns under equal reference conditions. From a practical perspective for monitoring or damage detection, it would
be desirable if the dynamics of the test structure could be recovered after the system was artificially damaged and
repaired. Therefore, long-term measurements of the healthy structure under different environmental conditions could
be considered independent of their time of acquisition and their damage and repair history.

During the period from August 1 until July 31, 2021, we damaged the lattice mast six times, as we removed the dam-
age mechanisms completely and continued the continuous data acquisition. Each time, we replaced the missing pieces
to bring the test structure back to a healthy state. The corresponding periods and the associated structural states are
listed in Table 3.

To investigate the reversibility of the dynamical properties, we considered the data from September 1, 2020 to July
31, 2021, and extracted modal features from acceleration data every 30 min. Again, we applied the SSI-COV method
and filtered all the results with respect to a maximum wind speed from 3 to 7 m s�1 to disregard the amplitude-
dependent effects. The selection of this range is motivated by the findings in Section 3.2, even though changing natural
frequencies and damping ratios due to varying magnitudes of wind speed cannot be entirely excluded. Since the consid-
ered period overlaps with the phases of missing wind measurements, we estimated the maximum wind speeds for each
10-min data set using the approach proposed in Chapter 4. Figures 22 and 23 show the clustered natural frequencies
for mode B2-x over time and air temperature, as well as MAC values versus air temperature. For the latter, the refer-
ence eigenvector is given by the first identification result. Values referring to healthy conditions before and after damag-
ing are grouped in separate clusters and depicted in different colors. The cluster associated with the original state (until
October 13, 2020) is presented in either plot in cyan color for comparison. Results referring to the damaged structure
are plotted in gray. For clustering, we used the same settings as before in Section 3.1 given in Table 5.

In Figure 22, three things can be observed:

• The first repair led to a stiffening of the structure manifested in higher natural frequencies for similar temperatures.
The proceeding repairs led to more similar states.

• Damage at different positions has significantly different effects on mode B2-x. From October 13, 2020 until October
27, 2020, all damage mechanisms were removed at DAM 6, see Figure 2, which led to a strong decrease of the reg-
arded natural frequency. When introducing damage at higher positions, this effect diminishes.

• The values of the natural frequency vary strongly within the red cluster (November 24, 2020 until March 18, 2021).
This can be explained by the formation of ice at the girder mast. Depending on the amount and location, this might
result in stiffening or softening of the structure.

FIGURE 22 Identified natural frequencies of mode B2-x under healthy conditions clustered before and after repair from September

1, 2020 until May 4, 2021. Natural frequencies over time (top), and natural frequencies (bottom left) and Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC)

values (bottom right) versus air temperature. Data are filtered according to MWest (3 - 7 ms�1); initial state in cyan
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As mentioned before, Figure 23 is dedicated to the period after May 4, 2021, which covers the minor damage cases,
and the corresponding repairs, see Table 3. Nevertheless, the cluster depicted in cyan color, referring to the original
state, is presented therein as well. In Figure 23, the following things can be observed:

• Repairing the structure leads to slightly different states that is manifested by different natural frequencies and MAC
values for similar temperatures. The original state depicted in cyan color differs significantly in terms of these
measures.

• The effect of the considered minor damages on the natural frequency of mode B2-x is not visible in this depiction.
Identifying these damages is clearly more challenging than the ones associated with Figure 22.

Given these findings, we can conclude that recovering the initial global dynamics of the girder mast is not entirely
feasible. Although in most cases, the prior healthy state could be restored to a reasonable extent, the dynamics varied
when compared to the initial state. To enable the usage of all healthy data for data normalization, the effect of repair
should be taken into account, e.g. by considering strategies as presented in.69

6 | CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

As for most engineering fields, the practical applicability and effectiveness of methods utilized in the context of
vibration-based SHM can only be truly evaluated in scenarios closest to real-life applications. Therein, a wide spectrum
of uncertainties and difficulties need to be considered. In the endeavor of finding suitable sources for validation, some
experiments at genuine structures have been conducted. Most of them were characterized as benchmark studies
because of a liberal data policy. Unfortunately, these tests are particularly rare, often the test campaigns are short so
that little environmental variability is captured,32 and can not be repeated, as the investigations end with the demolition
of the structures.22,32

Therefore, in the present article, a test structure was presented, documented, and characterized that constitutes a
real-life benchmark for vibration-based SHM. It comprises a lattice mast that features a reasonable degree of complexity
and is located outdoors. Hence, it is exposed to all kinds of natural environmental variability. The mast is equipped with
a data acquisition system and sensors continuously measuring acceleration, strain, and temperature. These measure-
ments go along with the acquisition of meteorological data at a second mast standing nearby. Most importantly, the test
structure comprises reversible damage mechanisms at six levels with three removable braces at each level. All data is

FIGURE 23 Identified natural frequencies of mode B2-x under healthy conditions clustered before and after repair from May 19, 2020

until July 31, 2021. Natural frequencies over time (top), and natural frequencies (bottom left) and Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) values

(bottom right) versus air temperature. Data are filtered according to MWest (3–7m s�1); initial state in cyan
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provided in an open-access repository and will be extended regularly. The benchmark structure was established to help
researchers to develop, test, and validate methods and strategies for vibration-based SHM, and to set a common baseline
for performance and robustness assessment. In this contribution, we characterized the structural dynamics of the test
structure based on the first five months of data. Thereby, we identified an amplitude-dependent behavior manifesting
itself in alternating natural frequencies and damping with respect to varying wind speeds. The first 15 vibration modes
were classified and compared to numerical results from a finite elements analysis. Based on modal properties, we inves-
tigated the reversibility of the global dynamics after multiple activation and reactivation of the damage mechanisms,
where the reversibility was confirmed.

In the future, damage tests with minor severity will be conducted to particularly support the research in the field of
damage localization and quantification. To this end, all six damage levels will be considered and the damage mecha-
nisms shall be activated by loosening the screw sockets but keeping the corresponding pieces in place so that the mass
properties are conserved. These measurement campaigns will start in Summer 2022. Until then, data of the healthy
structure is gathered to create a solid baseline representing a wide range of environmental variability. The open-access
repository will be progressively extended with more data.
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